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The Role of "Destruction of the Dharma" and "Predictions" 
in Mahayana Sutras: 

With a Focus on the Praj:fiaparamita Sutras 

w ATANABE Shogo 

PREAMBLE: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN "DESTRUCTION OF THE DHARMA" AND 
"PREDICTIONS" 

The Mahayana notion of the "destruction (or decline) of the Dharma" is often 
expressed by means of stock phrases or formulae, found frequently in Mahayana 
sutras, which take the form of words to the effect that "after the death of the 
Tathagata, in the final five hundred years, when the True Dharma is about to be 
destroyed," and these phrases are closely linked to the establishment of Mahayana 
sutras. With their suggestion that five hundred years after the death of the Buddha 
his teachings will disappear, they voice fears for the very survival of Buddhism, and 
at the same time the period of five hundred years after the Buddha's death to which 
they allude hints at the date of composition of the Mahayana sutras.1l This can be 
clearly inferred from references to the formation of Mahayana sutras that follow on 
from this formula and, above all, from the fact that it is peculiar to Mahayana sutras. 

"Prediction," meanwhile, here refers to the prophecy and assurance given to a 
practitioner in a past life by a Buddha of the past that he or she will definitely attain 
Buddhahood in a future life. The first instance of this, described in many biographies 
of the Buddha, is the prediction given by the Buddha Dipankara to Sakyamuni when 
he was still a bodhisattva in a former life, and this prediction by Dipankara of Sakya
muni 's future enlightenment is considered to have made possible the idea of more 

1) This topic has been dealt with in: HirakawaAkira 2P-Jllt&, Shoki Daijo Bukkyo no kenkyii I 
WM::k~f,il~O)l,f~ I [Studies in early Mahayana Buddhism, I], vol. 3 of Hirakawa Akira 
chosakushii 2P-Jilt&Wft~ [Collected works ofHirakawaAkira] (Tokyo: Shunjusha ~tJJi:1:, 1989), 
esp. pp. 157-162; Jan Nattier, Once upon a Future Time: Studies in a Buddhist Prophecy of 
Decline (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1991). See also Watanabe Shogo rl!t:ll$:f;!f, "Kongo 
hannya no hometsuku" 512jliJUMl!:~O)i'Rl!lilG/;,J [The formula of the destruction of the Dharma in the 
Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita], Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyii 1:11.!l:*f,ll~*l,f~ 48-1 (1999), 
pp. (104)-(112); id., "Indo Bukkyo no hometsu shiso I-Kongo hannya no hometsuku o 
megutte" 1 ;., rf,ll~O)i'Rl!lilG,W-;ffi! I - lf"512jliJUMl!:~Jl O)i'Rl'iG/;,J ~ o6 <·"" -c [The idea of the destruction 
of the Dharma in Indian Buddhism, I: On the formula of the destruction of the Dharma in the 
Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita], Toyogaku Kenkyii Jl(fcF*l,f~ 3 7 (2000), pp. 79-102. 
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78 WATANABE SHOGO 

than one Buddha and to have thus made possible the establishment of Mahayana 
Buddhism. 

Up until now, the origins and development of these two ideas-the destruction of 
the Dharma and predictions of future Buddhahood-have been discussed separately, 
but at least in early Mahayana sutras they frequently appear in the same context and 
may be assumed to have had a single purpose. In the following I therefore propose to 
show with reference to early Mahayana sutras, particularly the Prajfiaparamita sutras, 
that these two ideas were inseparably linked to the establishment of Mahayana 
Buddhism and served as a most useful device at the time of its establishment. 

I. THE IDEA OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DHARMA IN THE PRAJNAPARAMITA 
SUTRAS 

I. The Formula of the Destruction of the Dharma in the Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita 
The idea of the destruction of the Dharma in the Prajfiaparamita sutras is exemplified 
by the formula mentioned above, and typical examples of its usage can be found in 
the Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita ( VC), representative of early Mahayana 
Buddhism. 2l 

The formula of the destruction of the Dharma appears six times in four sections of 
the Vajracchedika ( §6, § 14, § 16, §21). Let us begin by considering the first example 
(§6), which consists ofa dialogue between the Buddha and Subhuti. The formula 
regarding the destruction of the Dharma appears three times, and the translation has 
accordingly been divided into three sections (I-III). In section I Subhuti poses a 
question, to which the Buddha replies in sections II and III, with section II repeating 
the formula of the destruction of the Dharma given in section I. The underlined 

2) E. Conze, Vajracchedikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, Serie Orientale Roma XIII (Roma: Is.M.E.O., 
1957; 2nd ed. 1974). For typical examples in the Vajracchedikii, see my articles cited inn. 1. The 
Vajracchedikii is, however, extremely multistratified in its structure, and the said formula is not 
necessarily found in all source materials. For example, in early texts such as Kumarajiva's 
Chinese translation the stock phrases are either absent or undeveloped, while the standard Sanskrit 
version of the Vajracchedikii edited by Conze is thought to preserve a form from a quite later date. 
This becomes even clearer through a comparison with manuscripts from Central Asia, Gilgit, and 
Gandhara. These issues have been discussed in Watanabe Shogo, "Kongo hannya no jusosei" :i'iz:~U 
!N'.CE' (J) !!!:~'Ii [The multistratified nature of the Vajracchedikii Prajiiiipiiramitii], in Kongo hannya 
no shisoteki kenkyii :i'iz:~UJN'.CE'(J),\stt'li¥:JliJ'fYE [Studies in the thought of the Vajracchedikii 
Prajiiiipiiramitii] (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1999), pp. 59-91. They have been also discussed further in 
the introduction to the critical edition of a manuscript of the Vajracchedikii from Gandhara; see P. 
Harrison and Sh. Watanabe, "Vajracchedika Prajfiaparamita," in Jens Braarvig (general editor), 
Buddhist Manuscripts, vol. III, Manuscripts in the Schoyen Collection ( Oslo: Hermes Publishing, 
2006), pp. 89-132. 
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passages correspond to the stock phrases of the formula of the destruction of the 
Dharma, which has been divided into four parts in accordance with its meaning. The 
underlined parts ( 1 )- (3) correspond to the formula of the destruction of the Dharma 
in a narrow sense, while part ( 4) with a wavy underline is included in the formula in 
its broader sense. 

I. At these words the Venerable Subhuti said this to the Lord: "Can it be, Lord, 
that there will be any living beings (1) at a future time, in the final age, in the 
final period, (2) in the final five hundred years, (3) when the time of the 
destruction of the True Dharma is coming to pass, ( 4) when the words of such 
discourses as these are being spoken, who will conceive the idea that they are 
the truth (aniigate 'dhvani pascime kiile pascime samaye pascimiiyiim pafka
satyiim saddharma-vipralopa-kiile vartamiine, ya ime$V evafflriipe$u sutriinta
pade$U bhii$yamiifl,e$U bhuta-saffl}niim utpiidayi$yanti) ?" 

II. The Lord said, "Subhuti, you must not say things like 'Can it be that there 
will be any living beings ( 1) at a future time, in the final age, in the final 
period, (2) in the final five hundred years, (3) when the time of the destruction 
ofthe True Dharma is coming to pass, ( 4) when the words of such discourses 
as these are being spoken, who will conceive the idea that they are the truth?"' 

III. "On the contrary, Subhuti, ( 1) in a future time, in the final age, in the final 
period, (2) in the final five hundred years, (3) when the time of the destruction 
ofthe True Dharma is coming to pass, ( 4) there will be bodhisattvas and 
mahiisattvas endowed with ood ualities, moral conduct, and wisdom who, 
when the words of such discourses as these are being spoken, will conceive the 
idea that they are the truth."3> 

It is evident that the above formula of the destruction of the Dharma is composed 
of the following four elements: 

(1) at a future time, in the final age, in the final period 
(2) in the final five hundred years 
(3) when the time of the destruction of the True Dharma is coming to pass 
( 4) there will be bodhisattvas and mahiisattvas endowed with good qualities, 

3) VC, Conze ed., p. 30, l. 15-p. 31, l. 3. English translation adapted from that by Paul 
Harrison, "Vajracchedikii Prajfilipliramitii: A New English Translation of the Sanskrit Text Based 
on Two Manuscripts from Greater Gandhiira," in Buddhist Manuscripts, vol. III, p. 144. 
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moral conduct, and wisdom who, when the words of such discourses as these 
are being spoken, will conceive the idea that they are the truth 

Among these four elements, (1), (2) and (3) specify the time, with (3) charac
terizing the period as one when the True Dharma will be destroyed, and (4) refers 
to the character of Buddhists and the state of the Buddhist community at that time. 
Therefore, the so-called formula of the destruction of the Dharma corresponds to the 
first three of these elements. 

Among these first three elements, (1) is again made up of three elements- (a) at 
a future time, (b) in the final age, and (c) in the final period-but in many cases it 
takes a simpler form such as "after [my] nirvafl,a," "after the death of the Buddha," 
"after [my] death," or "in a future age." Elements (1) and (2) define the "time" of 
(3), the "destruction of the True Dharma," but there are many examples that do not 
include (2) "in the final five hundred years." 

Next, let us consider the context in which phrases (1)-(3) occur. In the present 
case, they occur in the context of a prediction made by the Buddha to Subhuti about 
a future period (five hundred years thence). This does not, of course, record a 
historical fact, and it should be assumed that the time of the destruction of the 
Dharma referred to in these phrases actually represents the time when this formula 
itself came into being. In other words, on the basis of the establishment of this 
formula it is conversely possible to infer the date of its origins, in which case the 
"future" referred to in the formula refers in fact to the "present." This means that 
when reference is made from the present point in time to the "final five hundred 
years," it is actually referring to the "former five hundred years," and it is to be 
surmised that this coincides in chronological terms with the establishment of 
Mahayana Buddhism, thought to have taken place around the start of the common 
era. It is not clear, however, whether those who were involved in the formulation of 
these stock phrases found in the Vajracchedika were aware of any such historical 
significance. 

The "True Dharma" mentioned in (3) signifies, needless to say, the teachings of 
Sakyamuni, and in this case it contrasts with the teachings alluded to in ( 4). While 
having on the one hand a sense of impending crisis about the teachings of the 
Buddha, which are in decline (in the final five hundred years), the author(s) assert 
that even at a time like this there are bodhisattvas endowed with virtue and wisdom 
and that there is a true teaching-namely, the Mahayana as expounded in the 
Vajracchedika-that will be accepted by them. In this sense, no stock phrase other 
than ( 4) would be conceivable as the final element of the formula. 

The section from the Vajracchedika quoted above is followed by these words of 
the Buddha: 
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"Moreover, it is not the case, Subhuti, that those bodhisattvas and 
mahasattvas will have served a single Buddha, or that they will have planted 
the roots of goodness under a single Buddha. On the contrary, Subhilti, those 
bodhisattvas and mahasattvas will have served many hundreds of thousands of 
Buddhas, they will have planted the roots of goodness under many hundreds of 
thousands of Buddhas (aneka-buddha-satasahasra-paryupasita aneka-buddha
satasahasra-avaropita-kusala-mulas te bodhisattva mahasattva bhavi$yanti). 
As for those who, when the words of such discourses as these are being spoken, 
will experience the serenity of faith for even a single thought, they are known, 
Subhuti, by the Tathagata with his Buddha-knowledge; they are seen, Subhilti, 
by the Tathagata with his Buddha-eye; and they are perceived, Subhilti, by the 
Tathagata. "4l 

It should be noted that, while this is not a prediction of these bodhisattvas' future 
attainment of Buddhahood, it still gives a prophecy by the Buddha about the future. 
That is to say, bodhisattvas who in the future accept this Mahayana teaching will be 
bodhisattvas who have served many Buddhas and planted the roots of goodness 
under them, through the merit of which they will experience the serenity of faith in 
this siltra, and they will, moreover, be watched over by the Tathagata with his 
Buddha-eye. Therefore, this formula of the destruction of the True Dharma occurs in 
the context of an assurance that bodhisattvas who follow this teaching (i.e., the 
Vajracchedika) will at some point in the future visit countless Buddhas and plant the 
roots of goodness under them. It could, in other words, be said to describe on the 
basis of the notion of karmic retribution a karmic reward in the form of acceptance 
of the siltra. 

2. The Formula of the Destruction of the Dharma in the A${asahasrika Prajnaparamita 
The destruction of the Dharma and the establishment of the Mahayana are referred 
to in all the Prajfiaparamita siltras, especially those belonging to the early Mahayana. 
As a typical example, I next wish to quote from the Sanskrit A$fasahasrika 
Prajnaparamita (AS). 5l Although the phrases concerning the destruction of the 
Dharma are not formulaic, they merit attention as an early form of this notion. 

That the Prajnaparamita-sfttra was composed in south India and spread to the 

4) VC, Conze ed., p. 31, ll. 3-12. English translation adapted from Harrison, loc. cit. 
5) There are two critical editions of the A$(asahasrika: P. L. Vaidya, ed., A${asahasrika 

Prajnaparamita with Haribhadra s Commentary Called Aloka, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts No. 4 
(Darbhanga, 1960), and U. Wogihara, ed., Abhisamayalm71kar'aloka Prajnaparamitavyakhya, 
The Work of Haribhadra (Tokyo: Sankibo Buddhist Book Store, 1973; first published by Toyo 
Bunko, 1932). In the following, I have used Wogihara's edition. 
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east or the west, and then to the north, can be confirmed on the basis of passages in 
the A(f{asiihasrikii. These passages include statements indicative of the kind of period 
in which the Prajniipiiramitii-sutra emerged, and they have bearings on the notion of 
the destruction of the Dharma. Representative of these are the three passages quoted 
below. For convenience' sake, the content of the first passage has been divided into 
three sections ( [AJ, [BJ and [CJ), with [AJ corresponding to elements ( 1) and 
(3) of the formula of the destruction of the Dharma in the Vajracchedikii. The 
division into sections [AJ and [BJ is based on the Sanskrit text, but the Chinese 
translations cannot necessarily be divided in this manner. [CJ, which takes the form 
of a dialogue, has been divided into sections in accordance with changes in the 
speaker. 

(i) A(f{asiihasrikii, Chapter 106l 

[AJ "Moreover, Sariputra, these discourses associated with the six perfections (ime 

6) AS, chap. 10: "DharaIJ.a-gm;ia-parikirtana-parivarta" (Wogihara ed., p. 487, l. 7~p. 489, l. 
26). For the English translation, reference has been made .to Edward Conze, The Perfection of 
Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines & Its Verse Summary (Bolinas: Four Seasons Foundation, 
1973), pp. 159-160. The corresponding passages in the four extant Chinese translations are 
quoted below in the order in which they were translated. 
l. Tao-hsing pan-Jo ching )1[fiJi:lt1"f~, chap. 8: "Ch'ih p'in" ~J'o (TS: 446a28-b12) 
[AJ :/lo¾¾fiJ!to tSffii[IPJ~$;~o ¾Jil:lf:;\",'i'li'l,;'Jil'.'ltEmJz~o ;ll;ti'*Eo 1f:EmJz~'lff_ci-,:jffiJz~o ;ll;ti'* 

Eo '11f:£jffiJz~ff_;i-,:fiJll::7Z~o ;IJ.;ti'**'I (~ ; + ~) *Zo 
{51\~-@'fiJ!to :i,f]f;Jf,j\¥}/;_§.j:;klilJi*Ji\~o i\t,il'.i');O~Jil:lf:;\"fiJU!i\~* o 

[BJ ;\",':&~ti'•* (~ ; X) {51\:,il'.iJjt~;IJ.;Affi.ffl:Zo 
[CJ l) ¾fiJ!tFP9f5'lo :&~-J!!:~1l':;Jil:lf:;\"f{&ffii~o 'lfiJll::Jz~Jf~ (';'?; ; JJfl)o 

2) {5il§ 0 'ltiJll::7Z~o ;ll;tE111i:*'IF,rJ!il:lf:;\"fi'li'lffii~~firP,zo '1');o¾friliJ@iforffii{'F1rrE:5R::k~illo ];) 
i&:~~Jil:lf:;\"fi'li'lffii~ 0 

3) ¾fiJ !t § o lL7<:~'lti'J\\l;JiJr:g=ffiiJ@iforffii*!il:lf:;\"ii'li'lffii~* o 
4) f5'l~¾flJ!to ll::7Z~JJ'i)1;7:g=[ij@igiiJ[io :'Jrti'*Jil:lf:;\"fi'Ji'lffii~* o 

2. Ta-ming-tu ching ::k~Jlll:~, chap. 8: "Hsi-ch'ih p'in" ,il'.i~JI, (TS: 490a24-bl) 
[AJ :/l□ :5R$;fi¾t.t.'ltE~.13;;~o 18i:,t*Eff_;i-,:wr§;.ft!.~o tt'f'*E~J1JfUiB~o 

tE'f'*EiP:/&zt\GffeE{S\:iililJi~o ill;Wf');□ Eo 
[BJ ffl~~¾llJlJl::&~ti'-*o {51\:,il'.i»Je.;IJ.;AEo {5'lp}Tffi.{go 

[CJ 1) fk;l:rFP9f5'lo l!UJB~'lti'!ll;~±::k±*Wr'.iEo 
2) {51\§ o YJaJ=o 

3. Hsiao-p 'in pan-Jo ching 1h"o!il:lf:;\"f~, chap. 10: "Pu-k'o-ssu-i p'in" 7GPJ,ll!,~J'o (TS: 555a27-b9) 
[AJ ¾flJ!to :/l□ :5R~~Jil:lf:;\"fi'Ji'lffii~o 'lvlE;/JJm::15 o 1f:Em:1JvJE;/JJjffi:1J o 1f:£1ffi:1JvlE;/JJ~l:::15 o 

¾fJJ!to 1Jt{$;J,lk~Jll'ipf/Jgj{jo ll::7J;\"fti' J1J _;i-,:-~~~#JsifJil:lf:;\"f{&ffii~* o 
[BJ ¾A!ll'~f5'lllUJT Je.JiJT');□JiJT~o 
[CJ 1) ¾flJ!t s{51\§ o i!!:~o ~1i s1t:~o Jil:lf:;\"fi'li'lffiiJlil'.'11','vlE;/JJ~l:::15lf~o 

2) ¾f1J!to ~1is1t:'11','vlE;/JJll::7Jo ;ll;'P~:il3r~-P::Ao F,fl!il:lf:;\"fi'Ji'lffii1lil'.o ~~fil'l~ill{~~o 'I');□ 
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... :;at-paramita-pratisa.,,-zyuktab siitrantas) 7l will, on account of the passing 
away of the Tathagata (tathagatasyatyayena), if at the time of the disappear
ance of the True Dharma the Dharma and Vinaya become [revered] like fresh
ly made cream (nava-ma,:z(ja-prapte dharma-vinaye saddharmasyantardhana~ 
kala-samaye), circulate in the south; from the south they will spread to the east, 
and from the east they will spread to the north." 

[BJ "At that time, those sons of good birth and daughters of good birth who learn 
this perfection of wisdom, memorize it, recite it, master it, ... , rehearse it, and 
preserve it by even copying it and making it into a book are paid heed to, 
Sariputra, by the Tathagata (samanvahrtas te ... tathagatena); they are known, 
Sariputra, by the Tathagata; they are protected, Sariputra, by the Tathagata; they 
are seen, Sariputra, by the Tathagata; and they are beheld, Sariputra, by the 
Tathagata with his Buddha-eye (jnatas te sariputra tathagatenadhi:Jthitas te 
sariputra tathagatena dr:;tas te sariputra tathagatena vyavalokitas te sariputra 
tathagatena buddha-ca'/cyu:;a) ." 

[CJ 1) Sariputra said, "Lord, will this so profound perfection of wisdom in the final 

(51<: • 5c • ffJI: +¾)A~ir.IT@t~D=it=i!fm,c,o 
3) il!::#o ~1:.:15'#~!\t?Jri!fiii!~~~mlllm~'l!i'!N:'E'illtD]f.'. o 
4) '%fiJ5\lo ~l:,jjli!jt~~ilfjliff~ml (j[; • ffA : + l@) -~JN'.OE'iB[D]f.'.o :'.J.i'ff~l@fiJ~'l!i'fi'lf o 

4. Fo-mu ch 'u-sheng pan-Jo ching f,t!-/ll:1±\~!N:OE'~, chap. 6: "Tsan-ch'ih p'in" fft~.fo (T8: 
623b2-25) 

[AJ ~~½flJ-f-o Jl:l:.~'E'illtD]f.'.~ffill!!i~r,o :m*ll!!iilli.IE~.IEJt.fc,(J!ix/fill!:1JJJn~~~o ~?Kil!:9::7'c:lki'ri:1JJ1i 
*i5IE::ffio 11t¾m:1Ji51E::ffiffi:15' o ~11tffi:1Ji51E::ffi~l:.1J o :m¾BU$i51E::ffiITTt:1J o 

½fiJ-f-o {~¥3!.j!/t (:,!<: • j[; • ffJf = ~) ~ili;W;:1'/&~o 
[BJ ~~~ITTfff~-f-ff:ti:-A~Jl:l:.~'E'illtD]f.'.~~rio ~~illlllmic~,~·lto $$~fl!!AMff~!Jlo J:7~-.$i!li 

~~*fiJ~¾Mc:m*JJn~~~il!!~i'.ilE::ffi o 
x½fiffo 'E'ff~-f-ff:ti:-A~ff~~~Jl:l:..IE~'lfo #9;0¾.A~ITTt:tm*ifill!:1JJJn~o ¾ITTt~r:i*pfi'%J?Jr~o 

~ITTt:m*~Ffi'llllJl~o 
[ CJ 1) ½fiff a f,t! §' o il!::#o Jl:l:.!N:'E'illtD~ ~~ri:1rtJ:. ilti~o ~~*i!!:-;zs;fiiJ~l:.:15'?/fi'.ilE::ffilf~o 

2) {,!!§' o ½flJ-f-o ~*i!!:'PJl:l:.~?Jf#i51E;,{fj~l:,:15'0 ji'ijfJlljj}jj&~~ilfffiifi'lfITTfff~TffY:-Ao Jl,l'IJ]:l:.;!ti~ 
!N:'E'illtD]f.'.~~rio lmff~~~~llmic~J.l!.'it_,.$i!li~o 

3) ½fiJ-f-sf,t!§'o il!::#o lmflll~t:15'~!\t.Ffi'.Ao #!~~~Jl:1:.-i!ti~i'ilt'E'illtD]f.'.~~r,o ~!ltFJi'A!~~llm 
jjflJo ~rl?Jrffl:¥',:mpJi'ffl:fi:m;J]!ffiJl!!io 

4) f,t!§' o ½flJ-f-o lm~~t:1Jjjt~~ITTf~ilfiiifi'lfff~-f-ffY:-Ao ff~~~Jl:1:.-i!ti~i'ilt'E'illtD]f.'.~~r,o 
Pff~~'P~lii3iflJ~r:i?Jrffl:¥'<:mFJi'ffl:fi:m;J]!ffi~'lf o 

7) Instead of "six perfections," the Chinese translations have "perfection of wisdom (prajnii
piiramitii)" (Tao-hsing, Hsiao-p 'in: !N'.'E'iltD]f.'.), "Dharma" (Ta-ming-tu: ~), or "discourses 
associated with the perfection of wisdom" (Fo-mu: ~'E'illtD]f.'.~ffill!!i~r,). Detailed references to 
the Tibetan translation (P. ed., vol. 18, no. 731, Thi 32b8-33b4; vol. 89, no. 5188, Na 221al-bl) 
and to Hsiian-tsang's :K!li!§ translation of the Ta pan-Jo po-lo-mi-to ching *~'E'iltD]f.'.~~ (4th 
assembly [T7: 808b21-809aJ) have been omitted for reasons of space. · 
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age, in the final period, be widespread in the northern direction, in the northern 
region (iyam api bhagavan prajnaparamita evarri gambhira pascime kale 
pascime samaye vaistariki bhavi$yaty uttarasyarri disy uttare dig-bhage)?" 

2) The Lord said, "Sariputra, those who, in the northern direction, in the 
northern region, will cultivate this deep perfection of wisdom after they have 
heard it, they will make it widespread. Sariputra, those who will hear this 
perfection of wisdom, copy it, learn it, ... , rehearse it, study thusness, practice 
thusness, and cultivate thusness, they should be known as 'bodhisattvas and 
mahasattvas who have long set out in the [Maha]yana' (cira-yana
samprasthitas te ... bodhisattva mahasattva) ." 

3) Sariputra said: "Lord, how many will those bodhisattvas and mahfisattvas 
who will hear this profound perfection of wisdom, copy it, learn it, ... , rehearse 
it, study thusness, practice thusness, and cultivate thusness be in the northern 
direction, in the northern region? Will they be many or few?" 

4) The Lord said, "Sariputra, there will be many, a good many bodhisattvas 
and mahasattvas in the north, in the northern direction, in the northern region. 
But, Sariputra, even if they are many, among those many there will be only a 
few bodhisattvas and mahasattvas who will hear this profound perfection of 
wisdom, copy it, learn it, ... , rehearse it, study thusness, practice thusness, and 
cultivate thusness and, when the perfection of wisdom is being spoken, will not 
be downcast, will not be despondent, will not be disappointed, will not despair, 
will not be disheartened, will not be depressed, will not be alarmed, will not be 
frightened, and will not be terrified. They should be known as 'bodhisattvas and 
mahfisattvas who have long set out in the [Maha] yana' ." 

In the passage quoted above, the Buddha describes the future dissemination of the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra to Sariputra, indicating in concrete terms when, where, and by 
whom it will be disseminated. The passage as a whole can be broadly divided into 
three sections. Let us now compare it with the passage quoted earlier from the 
Vajracchedika. 

(A) Formula of the Destruction of the Dharma 
1. The Time and Conditions of the Destruction of the Dharma 

The Vajracchedika has "(1) at a future time, in the final age, in the final period, 
(2) in the final five hundred years, (3) when the time of the destruction of the 
True Dharma is coming to pass," while the A$fasahasrika has "on account of the 
passing away of the Tathagata, if at the time of the disappearance of the True 
Dharma the Dharma and Vinaya become [revered] like freshly made cream." The 
Vajracchedika is clearly more detailed than the A$fasahasrika, which lacks 
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condition (2) of the Vajracchedika. Conversely, the underlined condition has been 
added to the A/jfasahasrika, and judging from the Chinese translations (see n. 6), 
this should be regarded as a new addition to the A/f!asahasrika. 

2. Identification of the Sutra 
Whereas the Vajracchedika has simply "the words of such discourses as these," 
the A0/asahasrika has "these discourses associated with the six perfections." 
However, as was noted in note 7, the Chinese translations of the A0/asahasrika 
have "perfection of wisdom," which would suggest that the Sanskrit text reflects a 
distinctive and probably newer tradition. 

3. The Route and Place of Dissemination 
The Vajracchedika makes no mention of where the sutra will spread; according to 
the A0/asahasrika it will spread from the south to the north. sJ 

(B) Protection by the Buddha 
In the Vajracchedika, protection by the Buddha is expressed in three different 

ways: "they are known (jnatas) by the Tathagata with his Buddha-knowledge, they 
are seen (dr0/as) by the Tathagata with his Buddha-eye, and they are perceived 
(buddhas) by the Tathagata." The A0tasahasrika, on the other hand, uses five turns 
of phrase to express this: "they are paid heed to (samanvahrtas) by the Tathagata, 
they are known (jnatas) by the Tathagata, they are protected (adhi0/hitas) by the 
Tathagata, they are seen (dr0/as) by the Tathagata, and they are beheld 
(vyavalokitas) by the Tathagata with his Buddha-eye." 

8) The circulation of the Prajniipiiramitii-sutra after the death of the Buddha as described in 
the Tao-hsing pan-Jo and affiliated texts can be summarized in the following manner. 
(1) Tao-hsing: after the passing of the Tathiigata (tl'l.i\illi"!~$;1Jt), the sutra will spread from the 

south to the west and then to the north. 
(2) Ta-ming-tu: after the passing of the Tathiigata (:!m3R$;1Jt), the sutra will spread from the south 

to the east and then to the north. 
(3) Hsiao-p 'in: after the Tathiigata's death (:tm3R~TJt), the sutra will spread from the south to the 

west and then to the north. 
(4) Fo-mu: "later, in the final age, it will first circulate widely in the south" (15t*i!!:'t', 5\:;~1¥fJJ 

~:f;:vfE:;fp) and then spread to the west and the north. 
(5) Ta pan-Jo po-lo-mi-to (4th Assembly): after "my nirvii1;1a" (#;l~@i!TJt), it is prophesied that 

the sutra will spread clockwise in six directions throughout India (southeast, south, southwest, 
northwest, north, northeast). (The 3rd Assembly [T7: 593c-595a] and 2nd Assembly [T7: 
212c-214c] give similar accounts.) 

In contrast, in the Fang-kuang pan-Jo JN:3/tAA::t'f group of texts the situation is as follows: 
(1) Fang-kuang: after the passing of the Tathiigata (:lm3R$;1i), the sutra will spread from south to 

north. 
(2) Ta-p 'in :f;:p"p: after the Buddha's parinirvii1;1a ( {,llilltl~@l!TJt), the sutra will spread from the 

south to the west and then to the north. 
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( C) Bodhisattvas Who Accept the Siitra 
1. The Vajracchedika does not specify their number, but explains their acceptance of 

the siitra in terms of karmic reward. The A:ftasahasrika states that they are few, 
"have long set out in the [Maha] yana," and do not waver in their resolve on hear
ing the siitra. 

When considered as a whole, the two passages from the Vajracchedika and 
A:Jtasahasrika thus tally quite closely, but their differences are also evident. The 
most important section is the formula of the destruction of the Dharma (A), but they 
tally most closely with respect to (B). When we examine the structure of (A) · and 
(B) in the Tao-hsing and Ta-ming-tu, thought to be the oldest in content, we find that 
it gives a terse assurance that the Buddha is fully cognizant of those who uphold the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra at a time (after the Buddha's death) when the teachings are in 
decline (and it is difficult to spread them) _9J In the Vajracchedika, the first part of 
(B) takes the form of the most fully developed formula of the destruction of the 
Dharma, namely, "at a future time, in the final age, in the final period, in the final 
five hundred years, when the time of the destruction of the True Dharma is coming 
to pass. " 10J 

(ii) A:ftasahasrika, Chapter 3 

... he who would so much as make [this Prajnaparamita] into a book and 
preserve and store it away so that the True Dharma might last long (saddharma-

9) If one considers only the first part of section (B), the Tao-hsing, Ta-ming-tu, and Fa-mu 
all define the time in question as "after (the Buddha's nirva,:ta), when the teachings are about to 
die out" (Tao-hsing: ;t;JJ~~i:tUHtlffi*~!l'!¥; Ta-ming-tu: iP~tlt~{J'l.~lffill'!¥; Fa-mu: ~t!E~~m~lffii'!ii: 
11'!¥). In contrast, the Ta pan-jo po-lo-mi-to ( 4th Assembly) has been considerably expanded (?lc{!lll 
JiJrf.l'J,ml'B*lf~i!!iiJ::.lEm:1[1l!izi')Zfl'io ITTl'{!lllJiJr:/.!'J,ml'B*lf~i!!iiJ:.lE~~P¾~;t§'l'E[ifflt~ffi~~~ [T7: SOSc]). 
In addition, the Fa-mu, while following the wording of the Tao-hsing and Ta-ming-tu, adds that 
the sutra will spread because of the Tathagata's protection, deriving from the merits of upholding 
the sutra, and the Tathagata also gives an assurance to those who uphold the sutra. 

10) There are, however, considerable differences even between the various texts of the 
Vajracchedika. In another manuscript from Gilgit and manuscripts from Central Asia and in the 
Schoyen Collection this section is extremely succinct, and among the older Chinese translations, 
those by Kumarajiva (ft□ ?R1,!i!Z~, ~lis~ [T8: 749a28] ), Bodhiruci C~**ilt*-J!I: [T8: 
753a24]), and Paramartha (~A,:ffl.Jl'!¥ll**ilt [TS: 762b24]) are likewise succinct, while in 
comparatively newer translations, such as those by Dharmagupta (iirti*?R-J!I:, ~!!'!¥~:lstll'!¥, ~:53-li 
+ [lis], lEmliSl~ll'!¥'t', !¥f!l'!¥'t' [TS: 767b7]) and Hsuan-tsang (~it?R-J!l:~!!'!¥~:53-. ~lis~. lE 
m~i'!ii:!!'!¥:5tl¥fll'!¥ [T8: 9SOc3]), as well as in the Tibetan translation (P. ed., vol. 21, no. 739, 
163a7), the wording approaches that of Conze's edition. These differences are very instructive 
when considering the development of the Vajracchedika. 
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cira-sthiti-hetor), thinking, "May the guide of the Buddhas not be annihilated, 
may the True Dharma not disappear (ma buddha-netrz-samucchedo bhun ma 
saddharmantardhanam), and may the bodhisattvas and mahasattvas continue 
to be assisted on account of the guide of the Buddhas not giving out."11 l 

This is a formulaic passage containing two typical stock phrases, namely, "so that 
the True Dharma might last long" and "disappearance of the True Dharma" 
(saddharmantardhanam). Although they differ from the usage found in other works, 
fifteen instances of similar expressions appear in the A:Jtasahasrika (Wogihara ed., p. 
217, l. 26, etc.). 

Worthy of particular note here is the fact that the "True Dharma"-i.e., sutra-is 
also referred to as the "guide of the Buddha(s)" (buddha-netrz: 'Buddha-eye'). The 
point being stressed here is reverence for the "True Dharma" in the form of the book. 
It should also be noted that the "True Dharma" referred to here is not the teachings 
of the Buddha, as is usually the case in the formula of the destruction of the Dharma, 
but the Prajnaparamita-sutra, and when the Buddha's teachings die out, their place 
will be taken by this True Dharma in the form of the Mahayana. This relationship is 
made more explicit in the following example. 

(iii) A:jfasahasrika, Chapter 3 

When the True Dharma has disappeared on account of the passing away of the 
Tathagata, worthy and perfectly awakened (tathagatasyarhatab samyaksambud
dhasyatyayena saddharmasyantardhane), in the absence of the Tathagata, 
worthy and perfectly awakened, if any deed conforming with the Dharma 
(dharmacarya), any deed fair [to self and others] (samacarya), any outstand
ing deed (asamacarya), or any wholesome deed (kusalacarya) is known and 
thrives in the world, all that has come forth from the bodhisattva, has been 
made to thrive by the bodhisattva, and has arisen from the skilful means of the 
bodhisattva. And the skilful means of bodhisattvas should be known to have 
come forth from the perfection of wisdom.12l 

In this fashion, the True Dharma will disappear after the Buddha's death. This 

11) antasab pustaka-gatiim api krtvii dhiirayet sthiipayet saddharma-cira-sthiti-hetor mii 
buddha-netrf-samucchedo bhiln mii saddharmiintardhiinam bodhisattviinii1'fl mahiisattviinii1'fl 
ciinugrahopasa1'flhiirab krto bhavi$yati netryavaikalyeneti (AS, chap. 3: "Aprameya-gwJ.a-dhara
:Qa-paramita-stiipa-satkara-parivarta" [Wogihara ed., p. 217, ll. 24-28]). For the English trans
lation, cf. Conze, op. cit., p. 107. 

12) AS, Wogihara ed., p. 237, ll. 14-20. For the English translation, cf. Conze, op. cit., p. 109. 
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"True Dharma" refers to the traditional teachings of the Buddha. But even at a time 
when the Buddha is no longer alive, good deeds conforming with the Dharma will 
still be performed. These deeds, it is said, all arise from the bodhisattva or his skilful 
means, and great value is set on the role of the bodhisattva in the period after the 
death of the Buddha. The fundamental source of the bodhisattva's skilful means, 
moreover, is said to be the perfection of wisdom, that is, the Prajniipiiramitii-sutra. 

Thus, greatest importance is attached to the Dharma itself, which has been passed 
down from the Buddha, and its scope has been deliberately extended and linked to 
the Prajniipiiramitii-sutra. There has, in other words, been a shift from a trans
mission from the Buddha to a transmission of the teachings. In the Pancavirr,sati
siihasrikii Prajniipiiramitii, this is rephrased as "he will perform Buddha-deeds" 
(buddha-krtyarr, kari~yati) _ 13l I shall refer to this as "transmission of the Dharma" as 
opposed to "transmission from the Buddha." 

The A#asiihasrikii thus declares that at a time when the True Dharma is about to 
disappear, the perfection of wisdom will take the place of the Buddha and that using 
this as the basis of the teachings corresponds to the Mahayana. The textual context 
of the destruction of the Dharma thus provides an interpretation of the True Dharma 
geared to the establishment of Mahayana Buddhism, that is, a mechanism for 
establishing new teachings (or reviving· the True Dharma) that is linked to the 
disappearance of the True Dharma. 

II. PREDICTIONS AND THEIR FORMAT 

The formula of the destruction of the Dharma is frequently accompanied by a pre
diction ( vyiikara~a). Accordingly, I next wish to consider the connections between 
predictions and the destruction of the Dharma and their significance. 

Vyiikara~a corresponds to one of the nine or twelve categories of texts into which 
the Buddhist canon has traditionally been divided, and as is indicated by its deri
vation from the root vi-a-vkr, its original meaning was "dividing" or "separating," 
which led to meanings such as "distinction, discrimination, explanation," from 
which there then arose the meanings of "grammar, grammatical analysis" and 
"prediction, prophecy." It was, of course, this last meaning of "prediction, prophecy" 
that developed in the Mahayana in the form of predictions of future enlightenment, 
and it is in this sense that it is used in the Prajfiaparamita siltras. Here I wish to draw 
attention in particular to the format of these predictions. 

As a rule, predictions of enlightenment take the form of a dialogue, a convention 

13) T. Kimura, ed., Pancavi1J1satisiihasrikii Prajniipiiramitii IV (Tokyo: Sankibo Busshorin 
Publishing Co., 1990), p. 28, l. 17. 
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that goes back to Early Buddhism.14) A typical example of a prediction in dialogic 
form can be seen in the Mahaparinibbana-suttanta in the Dzgha-nikaya (DN II, 16, 
pp. 92-94), in a passage where the Buddha answers Ananda's questions about the 
deaths of various disciples. The gist of their dialogue is as follows. 15l 

Ananda says, "Lord, the monk Salha and the nun Nanda have died at Nadika. 
What rebirth have they taken after death?" He asks a similar question about the 
rebirths of several lay followers, to which the Buddha replies by first describing 
how some of them have been reborn as non-returners, others as once-returners 
or stream-winners, and so on, and he continues: 

"Ananda, it is not remarkable that that which has come to be as a man should 
die. But that you should come to the Tathagata to ask the fate of each of those 
who have died, that is a weariness to him. Therefore, Ananda, I will teach you a 
way of knowing Dhamma, called the Mirror ofDhamma (dhammadasal!l nama 
dhammapariyayal!l) . " 

The Buddha then goes on to explain the "Mirror ofDhamma." In other words, this 
teaching about the "Mirror of Dhamma" is given so that he will not be troubled by 
questions about the fate of individuals after death. 16) 

According to the Buddha, the "Mirror of Dhamma" refers to a state in which the 
disciple "is possessed of unwavering confidence" (aveccappasadena samannagato 
hoti), and by acquiring four qualities he is able to discern ( vyakareyya) for himself 
his own fate. This discernment of his own fate is brought about by pure faith in the 
Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha and by morality "dear to the Noble Ones, ... , uncor
rupted, and conducive to concentration" (silehi ... samadhisal!lvattanikehi). Since the 
connection between the above four qualities and predictions is also made in several 
other works in the Nikayas, a tradition concerning this had clearly been established 

14) In Early Buddhism there were two forms of dialogue-veyyakara!1a and vedalla-with 
the latter being a special type of dialogue thought to have developed out of the former. It was a 
multilevel dialogue about doctrinal matters instigated by questions posed by someone of 
subordinate status to a superior (Buddha or leading disciple). See Maeda Egaku iJITs=I;ffl;!'J',, Genshi 
Bukkyi5 seiten no seiritsu shi kenkyft lllUaf!lll~~:\l!!.O)/lX.:s'.z:El:'.Titf'9c [A study of the history of the 
formation of the scriptures of Primitive Buddhism] (Tokyo: Sankib5 Busshorin ~.gm{!lllfMt, 
1964),pp.281-319,esp.pp.282-293,296,306-307. 

15) Passages inside quotation marks follow the translation by Maurice Walshe, The Long 
Discourses of the Buddha: A Translation of the Dzgha Nikaya (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 
1987),pp.240-241. 

16) The ability to discern one's own fate by means of this teaching is likened to looking at 
oneself in a mirror. This teaching also appears in the K:fudrakavastu and Bhai:fa}yavastu of the 
Mftlasarvastivada-vinaya. 
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in the traditions of sectarian Buddhism. 17) It is also possible that the example quoted 
earlier from the Vajracchedika (§6, especially II and III) may have inherited this 
format. 

Prediction as found in Mahayana sutras is also basically the same as this "Mirror 
of Dhamma" (dhammadasa = dharma-adarsa), describing unquestioning and 
unsullied faith in the sutra in question and the necessary qualifications (observance 
of a moral code) for receiving it, and the Buddha grants a prediction only to those 
who have the requisite faith. It should be noted, however, that the Mahayana did not 
call for the same kind of faith in the Three Jewels (Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha), 
as had earlier been the case. Since the Buddha was no longer alive when the 
Mahayana sutras were composed, rather than believing in the Buddha himself, it is 
stated that the fruits of previous practice under the guidance of many Buddhas (i.e., 
"roots of goodness") are the basis of one's present faith, and it is predicted that those 
bodhisattvas who are endowed with these roots of goodness and morality will in the 
near future attain unsurpassed perfect awakening. 18) This too could be described as a 
transmission of the Dharma. 

III. DlPANKARA'S PREDICTION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON MAHAYANA SUTRAS 

This idea of prediction became an important factor in the origin of Mahayana 
Buddhism. In particular, the tale of the prediction by the Buddha Dipailkara of the 
bodhisattva Sakyamuni's future enlightenment has attracted attention as the first 
reference to a prediction of Sakyamuni's future attainment of Buddhahood. 

The past Buddha Dipailkara is unrelated to the six Buddhas of the past mentioned 
in early traditions and was a newly evolved Buddha. His name, meaning "Lamp
Maker," is interpreted as meaning that he lit the lamp of Buddhism in the youth 
Sumedha (also Sumati or Megha), the future Sakyamuni. 

According to Taga Ryugen, 19l there were two currents of thought regarding this 
prediction by Dipailkara: among the Sthaviravadins it was looked upon as a karmic 
reward, while the Mahasailghikas associated it with a vow. The former view is 

17) E.g., ariyakantehi szlehi samanniigato hoti akha,:ujehi acchiddehi asabalehi akammiisehi 
bhujissehi vinnuppasatthehi apariimatthehi samiidhisa-,,ivattanikehi (SN 55.4 [V, pp. 346-347]; 
55.13 [V, pp. 326-364]; 55.27 [V, pp. 285-387, esp. p. 387]; 55.39 [V, pp. 396-397]; 55.53 [V, 
pp. 406-408]; AN 5.179 [III, pp. 211-214]; 9.27-28 [IV, pp. 405-408]). See Maeda, op. cit., p. 
317. 

18) This is described, for example, in chapter 10 ("Dharmabhai;taka-parivaiia") of the Lotus 
Siitra. 

19) Taga Ryflgen S3Ji'.~z, Juki shiso no genryii to tenkai :J'.il1lc}i',JJ:,,i'!0)1~drt: !:~Im [The origins 
and development of the idea of prediction] (Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten Zf'~~"llcs, 1974), pp. 
168-169. 
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represented by the Divyiivadiina and Liu-tu chi-ching hffi::ll~ and the latter by the 
Ekottariigama and Mahiivastu, and both these currents merged in the Fa pen-hsing 
chi-ching 1t:,js:fi'.fl~ and had a major influence on the establishment of the bodhi
sattva thought of Mahayana Buddhism. 20J 

The tale of Dipankara's prediction is composed of four main elements-the 
strewing of flowers by Sumedha, the spreading of his own hair to form a mat, the 
prediction, and his vow ( which was added later)-but the focal point is the 
prediction. During a former life in the distant past, when Sakyamuni was a young 
Brahmin, he once saw the Buddha Dipaiikara, whereupon he engendered the 
aspiration for enlightenment and offered him five lotus flowers; on seeing part of the 
road covered with mud, he spread his hair over the ground for Dipankara to walk 
upon and then made a vow to become a Buddha. In response, Dipankara predicted 
that he would in the future become a Buddha by the name of Sakyamuni. 

After having received this prediction, Sakyamuni made conscious efforts to attain 
enlightenment even though his attainment of Buddhahood was already assured. In 
order to distinguish such a person from other practitioners, he came to be known as a 

20) This tale appears, for example, in the following works: Liu-tu chi-ching (story 86), 
T'ai-tzujui-ying ching :x'f:£/m$~ 1, Ssu-fen hi lill:5H$: 31, Tseng-i a-han ching Jf:-Jliil13-~ 20-3, 
Mahavastu (vol. 1, pp. 1-62, 231, etc.), Fo pen-hsing chi-ching 1-4, Divyavadana (p. 247), Ta 
chih-tu lun *~!1f~ 16, 30, 35, etc., Hsiu-hsing pen-ch 'i ching {ltffefi:zis:Ml~ 1, Chuan-chi pai-yiian 
ching m~f'l~~ (stories 11-20), Jatakanidanakatha (p. 2), and BuddhaVGfJZSG. Pali sources 
preserve a virtually identical version of Dipailkara's prediction, consisting of a verse section and a 
prose section, and it is known as the "Tale of Sumedha" (Sumedha-katha). The basic form of this 
story is considered to be found in the verse tale appearing in the BuddhavafJlsa. For a comparative 
study of this story in the Buddhavaf!lsa-Atthakatha and Jatakanidanakatha, see Matsumura Junko 
i0ttl1¥'f, "Busshushokyo-chu no Sumeda-kata" lrfJHUi~tt! J) 7- ;,< - Jf' • :h 3' - [Sumedhakatha 
in the Theravada tradition: An analysis of the Sumedhakatha in the BuddhavafJZsa-Atthakatha], 
Kobe Kokusai Daigaku Kiyo ifril'J=i~~***c.~ 72 (2007), pp. 15-32. According to Matsumura, 
these two works influenced each other, resulting in the formation of a new text. It has been pointed 
out that the tale of Dipailkara's prediction in the 25th story in the Sarvastivadin Karmasataka 
(chap. 2, story 12) more or less coincides with that preserved in the Avadanasataka and 
Mulasarvastivadin sources such as the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya (Sanghabhedavastu) and 
Divyavadana (chap. 18); see Iibuchi Junko !R1JJJ/ilit\'f, "Karmasataka ni okeru juki~ 
jo-byakushibutsu juki o chushin ni" Karmasatakai:.tvito~!c.~Jvt!J$Y:{!lll~!ct''P•G•!:. 
[Predictions in the Karmasataka: With a focus on predictions for becoming a pratyekabuddha], 
Bunka :£1-t 60-3/4 (1997), pp. 407-387; id., "Karmasataka ni okeru Nentobutsujuki monogatari" 
Karmasatakai:. to it o ;lt,/\m{!lll~!c#J~ [The tale of Dipailkara's prediction in the Karmasataka], 
Nihon Seizo Gakkaiho B:zis:1ffi~¥1\t'ffl 43 (1997), pp. 23-30. In the Mahavastu, associated with 
the Lokottaravada school, which broke away from the Mahasailghika school, Dipailkara's 
prediction is described under "Deeds of Dipailkara" (Dfpalikara-vastu); see Fujimura Ryujun )Ji 

ttllil1¥, Mahavasutsu no bosatsu shiso -z ,., - "/ 7 7- "/ J)'g=fil(,\'\IM. [Bodhisattva thought in the 
Mahavastu] (Tokyo: Sankibo Busshorin, 2002), esp. p. 69ff. 
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bodhisattva, or "being in search of awakening." Once the bodhisattva Sakyamuni 
was assumed to have been assured in a former life of the attainment of Buddhahood, 
there inevitably arose a need for a Buddha to expound the Dharma to him and assure 
him of his eventual enlightenment. The tale of Dipatikara's prediction was born as a 
result of such demands. This then led to demands for still earlier bodhisattvas and 
Buddhas and for Buddhas and bodhisattvas in other realms in the present age. It was 
in this manner that a multiplicity of Buddhas and bodhisattvas arose. 

Therefore, without a guarantee in the form of a prediction it was not possible to 
confirm someone's future attainment of Buddhahood, and the subsequent notion of 
many bodhisattvas would not have arisen either. Vows too can be said to have 
meaning only with the precondition of a prediction. In this sense, predictions could 
be said to have been a core factor in the establishment of Mahayana Buddhism. 

IV. DIP ANKARA'S PREDICTION IN THE A$T ASAHASRIKA PRA.JNAPARAMITA 

The tale of Dipank:ara's prediction of Sakyamuni's future enlightenment is reflected 
in many Mahayana siitras. The earliest examples can be seen in the A-ch 'u Jo-law 
ching Jiiil~~~~ (T. no. 313) and Tao-hsing pan-jo ching ~fi~~~ (T. no. 224), 
translated by Lokak~ema during the Later Han ~t• (the latter in 179). But in the 
following I wish to examine some examples in the A$fasiihasrikii and Vafracchedikii, 
representative sutras of the early Mahayana that are extant in Sanskrit.20 

In the A$fasiihasrikii, Dipatikara's prediction is mentioned at the end of chapter 
two ("Sakra-parivarta") and at the end of chapter nineteen ("Ga:rigadevibhaginI
parivarta"). In the former instance, the Buddha addresses an assembly composed of 
gods such as Sakra, Brahma, and Prajapati, seers, and so on along these lines: 

"When, in the vicinity of the Tathagata Dipatikara, I had not abandoned this 
perfection of wisdom in the bazaar of the royal city of DipavatI, the Tathagata 
Dipatikara predicted my future enlightenment, saying, 'You, young man, will at 
a future time, after incalculable aeons, become a Tathagata, Sakyamuni by 
name'." 

Thereupon the gods said to the Lord, "It is wonderful, Lord, exceedingly 
wonderful, Well-Gone One (Sugata), how much this perfection of wisdom 
brings about and promotes omniscience in bodhisattvas and mahiisattvas!"22) 

21) For details about source materials relating to Dipank:ara's prediction in early Mahayana 
sutras, see Taga, op. cit., pp. 170-226. 

22) AS, Wogihara ed., pp. 182, /. 14-p. 185, /. 9. For the English translation, cf. Conze, op. 
cit., p. 102. 
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Here we find a reference to the traditional story of Dipankara's prediction, and it 
is further stated that Sakyamuni gained the wisdom of enlightenment on account of 
having formerly lived a way of life founded on the perfection of wisdom. Adherence 
to the perfection of wisdom has here been linked to the prototype of Dipankara's 
prediction, but there is no further distinctively Mahayanist development of the story. 

The second example in the A$/asiihasrikii occurs in chapter nineteen, where the 
Buddha predicts the future enlightenment of the goddess GangadevI. In the original 
tale of Dipankara's prediction, GangadevI was the name of the woman who would 
eventually become Sakyamuni's wife, and just before the former incarnation of 
Sakyamuni spread his hair over the ground for Dipankara to walk upon, she gave 
him five lotus flowers as an offering to Dipankara and vowed to become Sakyamuni's 
wife in a future life. But there is no mention of these events in the A$/asiihasrikii, 
and instead the Buddha relates the following tale: 

When I strewed five lotus flowers over the Tathagata Dipankara and gained 
acceptance of the non-birth of dharmas, the Tathagata Dipankara predicted my 
future enlightenment, saying, "You, young man, will at a future time become a 
Tathagata, Sakyamuni by name." Thereupon, when she had heard my 
prediction, this woman ( GangadevI) produced a thought to the effect that, like 
that young man, she too would like to have her enlightenment predicted. In the 
presence of the Tathagata Dipankara, she planted the wholesome root of 
engendering the first thought [of enlightenment]. Having made the preparations 
and having achieved her goal, she was given a prediction of her future 
enlightenment. 23 l 

As for the content of the prediction of the woman's future enlightenment, it was 
predicted that in a future age called "Starlike" (tiirakopama) she would turn into a 
man who would be reborn in a world called Abhirati (Delight), belonging to the 
Tathagata Ak~obhya, and having performed various practices under Ak~obhya and 
having been repeatedly reborn, he would eventually become a Tathagata named 
Suva11J-apu~pa ( Golden Flower) .24l This story is presumably premised on the cult 
centered on Ak~obhya, and while it incorporates various elements-veneration of 
the Buddha by a woman ( GangadevI), the Buddha's smile and emission of light 
rays, the scattering of flowers by GangadevI, questions posed by Ananda, the 

23) AS, Wogihara ed., p. 743, l. 16-p. 748, l. 18. For the English translation, cf. Conze, op. 
cit., pp. 220-221. 

24) Vaidya ed., p. 180, l. 5-p. 182, l. 14. See also Conze, op. cit., pp. 219-221; Diana Y. 
Paul, Women in Buddhism: Images of the Feminine in the Mahiiy[ma Tradition, 2nd ed. (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1985), pp. 180-184. 
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prediction of GatigadevI's future enlightenment, her practices under many Buddhas, 
and the ultimate realization of the prediction-it has its origin in Dipatikara's pre
diction.25l 

The above two versions of Dipatikara's prediction are thus little different from 
tales of predictions going back to sectarian Buddhism. The only difference is that in 
the former it is mentioned that Sakyamuni had not abandoned the perfection of 
wisdom and in the latter that he had acquired acceptance of the non-birth of 
dharmas. The acceptance of the non-birth of dharmas is a concept distinctive of the 
Mahayana, said to be obtained by a bodhisattva at the stage of non-regression, and it 
is original to the A$/asahasrika. Thus, these perspectives and the notion of prediction 
were indispensable devices for linking the Buddha's enlightenment to the Prajfia
paramita siltras. 

V. DIPANKARA'S PREDICTION IN THE VAJRACCHEDIKA PRAJNAPARAMJTA 

Next, let us examine examples of Dipatikara's prediction in the Vajracchedika, 
which follows in the footsteps of the A$fasahasrika. Dipatikara's prediction is 
mentioned three times in the Vajracchedika ( § 10a, § 16b, § 17b). In § 1 0a the Lord 
asks Subhilti, "Is there any dharma that the Tathagata learned from the Tathagata, 
Worthy and Perfectly Awakened One Dipatikara?" (asti sa kascid dharmo yas 
tathagatena Dfpaizkarasya tathagatasya-arhatab samyaksambuddhasya-antikad 
udgrhftab) ,26l to which Subhilti replies in the negative. A similar question and reply 
are found in § 17b, and these examples are premised on a tradition of Dipatikara's 
prediction. 

In addition, the statement "You, young man, will at a future time become a 
Tathagata, Worthy and Perfectly Awakened One by the name of Sakyamuni" 
(bhavi$yasi tva7?1 maflava-anagate 'dhvani sakyamunir nama tathagato 'rhan 

25) It has been pointed out by Hiraoka Satoshi that the stock phrases in this prediction tally 
with passages in the tale of Dipankara in the Mahavastu and that these parallels may be due to the 
influence of the Hsiao-p'in group of A$tasahasrika texts on the Mahavastu; see Hiraoka Satoshi 
Zf5-flillQ.l, "Mahavastu no seiritsu ni kansuru ichi kosatsu" Mahavastu(J))r>(:s'z:t::!ffl-t-0~~~ [Some 
remarks on the formation of the Mahavastu], Indogaku Bukkyi5gaku Kenkyu 47-2 (1999), 
pp. (161)-(166); id., "Ubu-kei setsuwa bunken ni mirarerujuki no teikeiku" f'fi~ll'iffl:~sz:jj:1::Jll, 

io> ;h,0J:ll'1\c(J)JEruiku [Stock phrases of prediction to be seen in Sarvastivadin narrative works], in 
Kagawa Takao Sensei Koki Kinenkai 5,li'Jll#t!Bl:1:.ti1i,i','1\c~lt, ed., Bukkyi5gaku Ji5dogaku kenkyu: 
Kagawa Takao hakushi koki kinen ronshu ~~*l'Jl-±*lirfYE 5,li'Jll#tfHt±ti1i,i','1\c~1illt~ [Studies in 
Buddhology and Pure Land studies: Collected essays in commemoration of the 70th birthday of 
Dr. Kagawa Takao] (Kyoto: Nagata Bunsh6d6 7]dESZ:~i':, 2001), pp. 145-156. 

26) VC, Conze ed., p. 35, ll. 15-17. 
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samyaksambuddhaf:z),27l which has a parallel coinciding both in content and word 
order in the A$tasiihasrikii, 28) indicates that references to Dipankara's prediction 
were already being used in a formulaic manner. This statement also appears in an 
expanded form in the Mahiivastu-"You, young man, will at a future time, after 
unlimited, incalculable, and immeasurable aeons (aparimitiisa,rzkhyeya-aprameyehi 
kalpehi), become a Tathagata, Worthy and Perfectly Awakened One by the name of 
Sakyamuni" -and since the content and word order are basically the same, one can 
point to mutual influences among these works.29l 

The most detailed reference to Dipankara's prediction in the Vajracchedikii occurs 
in § 16 and reads as follows: 

I remember, Subhiiti, that in the past, an incalculable aeon ago and more 
incalculable still, back before the Tathagata, Worthy and Perfectly Awakened 
One Dipankara and back further still, there were 84 hundred thousand million 
billion Buddhas with whom I found favor and with whom, after finding favor, I 
did not lose favor. However, Subhiiti, that previous quantity of merit from when 
I found favor with the Buddhas and Lords, and after finding favor with them, I 
did not lose favor, does not approach even a hundredth part, even a thousandth 
part, even a hundred-thousandth part, even a hundred-thousand-millionth part, 
it does not even permit of any calculation, or reckoning in fractions, or 
computation, or comparison, or analogy, Subhiiti, in relation to the quantity of 
merit from when, in the final age, in the final period, in the final five hundred 
years when the time of the destruction of the True Dharma is coming to pass, 
they will learn, memorize, recite, master, and expound in full for others such 
discourses as these.30l 

While this passage is premised on Dipankara's prediction, it does not simply quote 
the tale as it had been transmitted in sectarian Buddhism. It is to be noted in 
particular that ( 1) Buddhas long before Dipankara are posited; (2) the merit 
accruing from propagating the Prajfiaparamita siitras is deemed to exceed by far the 
merit accruing from finding favor with all these Buddhas, thereby emphasizing a 

27) Ibid., p. 48, ll. 3-5. 
28) Wogihara ed., p. 747, ll. 23-24. 
29) evalJl vyakrtab I bhavi~yasi tvalJl mariavaka anagate 'dhvani aparimitasalJlkhyeya 

aprameyehi kalpehi sakyamunib nama tathagato 'rhalJl salJlyaksalJlbuddha iti vistareria 
udzrayi~yalJl dipalJlkaravastuni meghamariavavyakaranalJl (Emile Senart, ed., Mahavastu
Avadana [Paris, 1882-97], vol. 1, p. 1, l. 13-p. 2, l. I). 

30) VC, Conze ed., p. 45, l. 7-p. 46, l. 6; English translation adapted from Harrison, op. cit., 
p. 151. 
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new transmission of the Dharma; and (3) the time when this sutra will circulate is 
characterized as the age of the destruction of the Dharma, that is, "in the final age, in 
the final period, in the final five hundred years when the time of the destruction of 
the True Dharma is coming to pass" (pascime kale pascime samaye pascimiiyal'(l 
pancasatyal'(l saddharma-vipralopa-kale vartamane) . 

To sum up, the ideas that were used as aids in the establishment of Mahayana 
Buddhism were (1) veneration of many different Buddhas, (2) an emphasis on the 
transmission of the Dharma rather than a transmission from the Buddha, (3) and the 
notion of the destruction of the Dharma. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

( 1) The strict differentiation of bodhisattvas who hear the Mahayana from other 
bodhisattvas 
As we have seen in the above, both the A${asahasrika and Vajracchedika strongly 
encourage the study of the Prajnaparamita-sutra, and bodhisattvas who live and 
practice in accordance with the Prajnaparamita-sutra are strictly differentiated from 
other bodhisattvas, being described as a "bodhisattva and mahasattva of whom non
regressing [enlightenment] has been predicted" (avinivartan'fyasya vyakrtasya 
bodhisattvasya mahasattvasya puratab) or a "bodhisattva who has long set out in 
the [Maha]yana and whose roots of goodness have matured" (cira-yana
samprasthitab paripakva-kusalamulab ... bodhisattvab). But these are bodhisattvas 
who have in fact accumulated the roots of goodness under many Buddhas in the past, 
as recompense for which they are able to hear the True Dharma (in the present 
instance, the Prajnaparamita-sutra). 

(2) The reinterpretation of the transmission of the True Dharma 
Insofar that a cause in the form of past good deeds (attendance on Buddhas) brings 
about the result of "prediction," there is no difference from the traditional 
interpretation of prediction as karmic reward. The difference lies in the fact that past 
good deeds are the cause of being able to hear the Mahayana (Prajnaparamita
sutra) and that the bodhisattva is defined as a student of the Mahayana. The True 
Dharma has here been reinterpreted as the Mahayana, and there is an awareness of 
the transmission of the True Dharma. Hearing the teaching of the Buddha is equated 
with hearing the Mahayana (Prajnaparamita-sutra), and both have exactly the same 
significance. 

(3) An awareness of the decline of the True Dharma 
The milieu in which this reinterpretation of the True Dharma occurred was one in 
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which the true teachings of the Buddha were in a state of decline. Both veneration of 
the Three Jewels and observance of the precepts were on the decline, and it was 
precisely for this reason that people were exhorted to faith in the Three Jewels and 
observance of pure moral conduct. Bodhisattvas of outstanding wisdom prepared to 
listen to the Mahayana would appear at a time when the True Dharma was in decline 
after the Buddha's death, and they were men and women of good birth devoted to 
the Mahayana (Prajfiapiiramita-sutra). Having already received predictions of their 
future enlightenment, they are said to be protected and watched over by the super
natural powers of the Buddha. This assurance gave courage to those who heard these 
teachings and endorsed their religious activities. 

( 4) The realization of predictions and hearing the Mahayana 
When the above points are compared with traditions surrounding Dipankara's 
prediction since the time of sectarian Buddhism, it is clear that in the Mahayana the 
prime focus is on hearing a new teaching. The good deed of having heard the 
teachings in the past is linked to hearing the Mahayana teachings in the present and 
bears fruit in a prediction of the eventual attainment of unsurpassed perfect 
awakening sometime in the future. These events are connected in a linear fashion 
around the transmission of the Dharma. Those who hear the Mahayana slltras in the 
context of this continuity have encountered an opportunity to hear the Dharma in 
which a past prediction is realized, and the inevitability of these connections would 
be strongly impressed upon those who· heard the Mahayana teachings. This overall 
structure was tied together by the notion of the destruction of the Dharma and 
predictions, a perspective that is important for considering the establishment of 
Mahayana Buddhism. 
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